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"It doesn't matter. You go first." Moussili was awe inspiring. "I'll explain it to her."

“……”

He's so righteous. Let's go! Let's go! If Muse from the good is that pungent, she had to
directly explain here?

Musi Li lowered his head, put his hand on his forehead and rubbed his eyebrows, as if
in distress. From this point of view, Bai nianxi could not see the smile of his mouth.

He pointed to the wardrobe beside him.

The meaning is very obvious. He wants Bai nianxi to hide in.

Although the office of musili is not as big as that of kangmobei, there are almost all
kinds of home furnishings. It's not unusual to have a wardrobe here.

No way, Bai nianxi can only get in first.

In fact, she was struggling in her heart. Why did she hide? She didn't do anything bad,
which was really like what she and moussili had done.

After Bai nianxi hid himself, Mu Sili went to the door and opened the office door.

After whispering a few words with the fiancee who came, the fiancee didn't speak any
more and turned to leave as if she had got some orders.

After a while, mousse opened the door of the wardrobe from the corner of his eyes
with a smile, and Bai nianxi was sitting in it.

Mu Si left half squat down, and Bai Nian Xi even, "OK, it's OK."

Bai nianxi climbs out of the closet, picks up the documents, nods to musi Li, then
stands up again and turns to the door.



Mu Sili sighed a little in his heart. This woman, he still can't keep a second.

When I opened the door of the office this time, the Secretariat outside was full of
people, about six or seven of them.

Qi's eyes cast on Bai nianxi's body, which makes her blush and hot.

Without saying much, he went out.

After Bai nianxi left, Mu Sili also came out of the office. The smile on his face was no
longer the previous warmth, but more alienated.

"Good performance, pay raise at the end of the month."

After more than a month's planning period, the new product developed by Conrad
group and a French company is finally ready to go on the market.

The prototype of new products has already been developed by France and mass
production has been realized. Conrad is mainly responsible for the follow-up
packaging and after-sales work, while market development and sales are carried out
simultaneously in Eurasia.

After the cover designed by Bai nianxi was handed in, it won unanimous praise at the
high-level representative meeting of the two sides. The new product was put into
production smoothly and went on the market.

Before the launch, the market momentum has already begun. The publicity film made
by the spokesperson has opened the mode of dominating the screen on the electronic
display screen of times square, rolling every day, and the news of new products has
begun to dominate the headlines of beauty news.

For a moment, the wind was very strong.

However, suddenly news came out that the packaging cover of the new product jointly
developed by large enterprises of China and France actually involved plagiarism!

There are all kinds of exposure posts on the Internet. The posts show the evidence of
plagiarism on the cover of new product packaging, and list all kinds of contrast
pictures. At first glance, they look like models.

Because it is a new product launched in the new quarter, the momentum and publicity
of the company is not big.



However, how big the wind of new products is, how fierce the wave of plagiarism will
be.

For a moment, the Internet is full of abuse and accusations.

It involves not only the diss of the new product itself, but also the attacks on comrades
group and French companies. When comrades finally got into prison, it naturally
attracted many former rivals to fight each other.

Plagiarism storm swept across the country overnight, across Eurasia.

The impact is extremely bad and the loss is unpredictable.

As a new product's packaging cover designer, Bai nianxi naturally was dug out
without accident.

In addition to plagiarism, there are many other revelations.

Even if he joined a rich family by any means, he suddenly escaped marriage at the
engagement ceremony and lost his face in his husband's family; he once appeared in
the Publicity Department of the head office of Kang's group as an airborne soldier; he
had an affair with many senior executives of the company and got on top by virtue of
his body; someone once went to the company to catch a traitor and fight with Bai
nianxi; he bullied others in the company, bullied other old employees and got on with
others Wait for the old stuff.

The only thing the informant knows is that he didn't pull out the relationship between
Bai nianxi and Kang Mobei, the president of Kang's group.

In addition to these, there is a news impact is particularly grand and bad - about the
peach affair before Yansheng.

People suddenly found that it was this shameless plagiarized designer who not only
had a peach affair with Yansheng at that time, but also banned Yansheng for half a
year with the power behind it!

The monstrous resentment and anger are all transferred to Bai nianxi. The curse and
abusive remarks on Bai nianxi are very popular on the Internet.It's a grand occasion for
all the people.

If there's no one behind the scenes, ghosts don't believe it.

Although all the public relations companies under Kongs went out overnight, it was
difficult to turn the bad situation around for a while.



When it comes to such a topic of the whole people, it is not enough to rely on sealing.

Bai nianxi also saw the news, maybe it was self abuse. She opened all the news about
her one by one, and then read the comments one by one, all of them were scolding her.

The dirty level of the language she used was something she couldn't even think about.

His face turned from red to blue at the beginning, and finally turned pale.

Bai nianxi bites his lips until the taste of fishy sweetness comes from the corner of his
lips.

The mobile phone in hand is suddenly taken away. Bai nianxi raises her face. It's
Kangmo North standing in front of her.

All along, kangmobei looked down at her or looked at her in the same way. This time,
kangmobei suddenly squatted in front of her. She was sitting on the sofa. Kangmobei
was still short of her.

Kang Mo North slightly looks up at her, the sound thinks deeply, "don't look at these."

"If you don't look, it doesn't mean it doesn't exist." Bai nianxi doesn't know how to say
this sentence so calmly.

"You just need to know that I exist." The eye of Kang Mo north is deep, "you see, you
seldom look at me."

Bai nianxi droops her eyes slightly, and her eyes fall on Kang Mobei. She suddenly
finds that she seldom looks at his face carefully.

She always knew that he was handsome, but she never knew that there was such a
tender moment on his frosty face.

It's not only beautiful, but also fascinating.

Conmobei suddenly laughed, gently, light smile, but it seems very comfortable and
relaxed, "do you believe me?"

Bai nianxi twisted his eyebrows. What time is it? Can he still smile? Looking at Kang
Mobei's smile, she felt that he didn't deserve beating, and her anger suddenly rose up.

Waving his fist, "you want to be beaten, don't you?"



Kang Mo North astringent eyebrow, "it is not to have not hit."

With that, he tilted his face slightly and stuck it on Bai nianxi's fist.

In front of my eyes, there seemed to be a flash of lightning and flint. Bai Nian Xi Mu
blinked, and the sound of his heart beating was clearly visible.
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